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About This Game

Brief Introduction of the Game.
《Music Murmurs In Soul GR》, an AVG game with themes of both youth inspiration and love, features its exquisite pictures,

engrossing love stories and fair-sounding music, which have attracted a number of demo players to indulge in it. It also boasts its
highlights of performance of seiyuus from Aoni Production Co., Ltd. and the fascinating theme song superbly crafted and

produced by teaming with Lantis, a Japanese record company famous for cartoon song production.

Brief Introduction of the Story
Boasting rich music and a long history, the beautiful town, named—Tomoarashi, is chanting its songs with peace of mind. One

day, however, an uninvited guest breaks its original peace of mind. “I believe, those who have a real understanding of music and
whose heartstring has been struck by music are all nice people.” What follow the words are acid yet sweet memories one after
another. “ What I have been pursuing all the way may be here. Casual determination plays the note of a significant yet arduous
reform. “ Then, let’s go to search the most beautiful melodies together.” Facing the invitation to chase the rainbow of dreams,
the youth grips the hands reached out to him. Then, the exciting moment comes…when melodies interwoven by dreams and

wishes start their most fascinating sonata.

Trading cards: According to new policy of Steam, trading cards will be available when the quantity of copies of game sold
reachs a certain amount.
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Could be good, but the controls are a bit... off. Other than that, not a bad game.. This game is very fun, but barely anyone plays
the multiplayer. The concept and gameplay are great, but it is really only playable in arcade mode, or if you have friends over to
play versus mode.. Great for learning the flight characteristics and navigation systems of the MI-8.. Sweet oldschool game with
great soundtrack 9/10. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. A unique physics-based game
wherein you control a swarm of semi-independent particles. Your powerup determines how they behave. You simply battle your
swarms against the enemy and deplete theirs to destroy the enemy.

A blast to play, & certainly very hard to master. Also, gorgeous representation.. Though fun for a bit, the level of variety is way
too low. Enemy types are few, and powerups are limited. The game is inexpensive, but that just does not justify how small of a
game it really is underneath its pretty graphics and initially fun playthroughs. In addition, it isn't like most modern roguelikes in
that you don't get small progressions between runs, such as skill trees or new items. This makes each run feel pretty meaningless,
especially with how shallow enemy types and items are.
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I LIKE TO SAY THIS GAME IS MY PERSONAL FAVORITES OF ALL TIME
if you like:
1.time travel stuff(Butterfly effect,chaos theory or stuff...related)
2.having a teenager\u2019s dramas and school life
3.a simple puzzle game that related to your story.(which is on achievements!)
4.love some pastel and pencil graphics
5.indie styles soundtrack

10\/10
Its because:
*The story was so good even I can\u2019t help myself but falling in love the villains because the characters development
*the graphics was so different...unlike some of genre like this..they basically have a realistic graphics...but Life Is Strange
graphics which is more to mellow styles chemistry
*how you adapt to this game was so quick even beginners can pick up the game mechanism fast
*decision making that can put you into a real intense conspiracy and consequences...Make a good decision and you will feel
satisfied.And if you don\u2019t....you always have that anger to settle by turn back time...
*The soundtrack was so blend in with scenario.Even I almost cry because the song was to deep.Even some scenario didn't shred
a tear,but the soundtrack make a good fit....and eventually will make you cry

You know what I mean
JUST GO BUY GODAMN GAME GUYS
YOU GONNA LOVE IT. This game hasn't aged well in its mechanical execution. It provides tactical depth (which is a good
base to continue working from) however it is not presented in a way that offers intuitive, clean and fluid gameplay experiences
and mechanics compared to the sequel SWAT4.

Recognise any nostalgic bias you may have when determining objective critical analysis of the game itself to modern standards.
Asking for a game to be presented in a better way does not mean it will lose the tacitcal depth. No-one is asking for the game to
be "dumbed down" or "become a fast paced arcade shooter".

A few examples of how this game hasn't aged well include:

I tell my team to stack up on a door to a room from within a hallway. I want to reposition myself on the side opposite
side of the door from the team so I can quickly enter and assess the situation once we breach, however my team doesn't
move out of the way so it takes longer than it needs to. In SWAT4 the A.I recognises I'm trying to get somewhere and
will move to make room and then move back into position.

The number keys are used to control your team and most interactions. This requires you to take your hands off either
movement keys or the mouse to do almost anything. This doesn't make for dynamic and fluid gameplay. SWAT4 offers
contextual quick keys and allows you to control your team without stopping you from either moving and/or
aiming/shooting at the same time.

When you lockpick a door it flings open immediately after. SWAT4 keeps the door closed after its picked open.

When you lean left or right, you need to press a third seperate button to return your character to the default stance. In
many other games either letting go of the button or pressing the same button again would return you to a normal stance.

I purchased this game and gave it a positive review to show my support for the series in a hope that SWAT4 gets released on
Steam and that maybe one day Activision releases a SWAT5 sequel.. I paid money for this.. FUN FUN FUN!!! This game is so
much fun! I want to see a whole lot more players because I want to play multiplayer with everyone! Goodness there is nothing
like playing with friends or even random folks, especially as the animatronic.

For the multiplayer, the small bugs I've ever seen are very minor, which is amazing for an early access game. There's some
optimization issues, especially on the forest, that I'm sure will be worked out. The animatronic designs are absolutely beautiful,
the maps are detailed and well laid out (I do hope that someday there is a "You are here" for the map because I get lost if I'm
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running away, my ONLY nit pick). I love the powers for both the animatronics and the survivors and it's well balanced already.
Something even better, you can customize and emote as the characters, allows for some fun shenanigans with other players.

The single player game is so far challenging and fun. You have to keep on your toes and pay attention. I've noticed a few texture
issues, but they're so minor (and again, early access). I'm excited to know where the story is going! I will admit I am more here
for the multiplayer, but the single player is really good as well.

All in all, this is a game I think a lot of people would enjoy if they like horror, especially with friends.. Free and it's all virtual
destruction? How can you not download this?. Great game, highly recommended!. Sacred Almanac Traces of Greed is a hidden
object game, oddly without any hidden object scenes. It looks exactly like a HOG and plays just like a HOG and it has puzzles,
and an inventory just like a HOG, it however plays and feels more like an avatarless point and click game built using a hidden
object game engine.

The story is good, as far as hidden object games go, although I can't help but feel like a few of the key plot points have been
lifted directly from a few archaeological themed films \/ books (or at least inspired by). The graphics are decent enough on a
1080p monitor for a 2016 indie hidden object title, the sound effects do their job and the background music is largely mellow,
soothing and inoffensive. The lack of voice acting, however is rather notable and disappointing.

Few of the puzzles (the game has 18 puzzles in total) are overly challenging and most are actually very short \/ quick. As for the
achievements, they are for the most part story related with a few dedicated to completing all the puzzles without skipping.

Overall, I had fun playing the game, although it was rather short (ignore my play time, I was making a guide, the actual game is
about 1.5 ~ 2 hours long), just be aware you are playing largely in the story, a few puzzles and an easy 100% achievements,
perhaps best bought on sale (if it had voice acting, I would have said the full price was worth it).

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1607375387

Holidays, wishes and discounts!:
Denizens of the internet, happy holidays...

We here at Mobo Studio would like to thank you, our players, for the continuous support and feedback you’re giving us. You
allow us to improve on our games all the time, and we are truly thankful. We sincerely hope this winter holiday season will be
peaceful and filled with joy for all of you.

Now, we of course have to celebrate! Our digital board games are on sale gain!

Between December 20th and January 3rd all our games, including the DLCs are going to be discounted. And what better time to
enjoy a good digital board game, than long winter afternoons?
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Istanbul: Digital Edition

Eight-Minute Empire

Steam: Rails to Riches

All discounted, including the DLC maps. Saving time is upon us!
. Manga Maker ComiPo! now available in Chinese!:
We are happy to announce the Steam version of Manga Make ComiPo! is now available in Chinese.

store.steampowered.com/app/262490/Manga_Maker_Comipo/

To change language open the property menu from your steam library, and select Simplified Chinese on the language tab.

Chinese and English versions on Steam are fully compatible.

We hope you enjoy making short and fun manga!. Help Sarah to escape the time trap!:

Beyond Time is the fourth chapter of the enthralling Sarah Pennington saga, which follows the protagonist’s exploits as a
member of the Secret Order of the Griffin and the Order's fight against the sinister Dragon Clan. The mysterious journey of
Sarah continues as she got trapped in past after her Royal Griffin sunk with a time machine onboard. To return home, the
protagonist will need to enlist help of Tesla, Leonardo da Vinci, and other historical figures. Sarah will visit forgotten worlds
full of mysterious artifacts to find a way to contact her father and ask for his help. Her little friend will assist her in getting
through the uncharted lands. The additional content includes a bonus chapter with even more adventures set in the Realm of the
Dead. Will Sarah succeed in her quest? Find out!

The game will become available at a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/517360/
. Future Discounts.:
I feel that we need to make an official announcement about this, lest people start going "hey, they said they were going to do X
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and aren't. Unreliable devs! Pitchforks!".

Originally, the plan was to always bundle the base versions of the Army games with the Black GOAT versions in any future
discount sale, but after having both internal as well as external discussions, we feel that it is in everyone's best interest to keep
them separate.

We honestly thought that people would want to have the option of both discounted products during the same sale, but found that
it just ended up being really confusing. We also didn't/don't want to run the risk of someone buying the same exact product
during a sale.

It also comes down to choice: if someone is looking to buy Army 1 to test it out, they are going to buy Army 1, regardless of the
price of the GOAT Edition. And if someone is going to refund one of our games based on a test run, it is really not in our best
interest for it to be the higher priced one. Refunded DLC is much better than a refunded fully priced game.

As for official Steam sales such as the Summer and Winter sales, both will be on sale at the same time.. Major Update 1.3
Now Available:
Our latest update is now available and includes some major changes to the game. We've upgraded the core engine and UI
systems which will increase performance on some older computers as well as keep the game updated to the latest tech so future
updates are easier.

To celebrate this new update, we're holding a weeklong sale on Steam. Make sure to tell your friends and help us grow the Battle
Fleet 2 community. We're also looking for feedback on these new features, so let us know what you think.

MULTIPLAYER
One of the biggest changes is an all new Multiplayer Challenge system that is aimed to address how difficult it can be to find
multiplayer opponents. This new system will allow you to join multiplayer battles while playing a single player game and vice
versa. If you are in a single player game (campaign or battle) and accept an invite your game will save and you will join the
multiplayer match. You can also save players you play against in your friend's list to play against them later. You will start with
an anonymous account but you can rename it by clicking on the account name in the main menu and register with your email
address.

Don't want to get challenge requests just click Dismiss to close the current request or Stop All to stop receiving requests for the
rest of the session. You can also disable challenge requests complete from the Options menu.

UNLOCK SYSTEM
This is a brand new feature that allows you to progressively unlock features in the game and level up your profile and rank as
you go. Previously rank was only related to multiplayer, but now every battle you play in the game will go towards unlocking
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features. Returning players will get all previous features automatically unlocked, but if you prefer to start from the beginning,
you can select "Reset Unlocks" from the options menu inside the game.

NEW TURRET
The new Dual Purpose turret allows you to fire both small rounds as well as serve in anti-aircraft defense.

NEW AIRCRAFT
There are now 3 aircraft types.
- Dive Bombers: These are the basic aircraft available to carriers. They do not need an attack angle and will concentrate their
bombs on the set target position. These are best for targeting specific weapons of capital ships or taking on smaller ships.
- Torpedo Bombers: These are locked by default, but once unlocked can be equipped on your carriers in the ship editing menu.
Torpedo bombers will drop torpedoes along the selected angle of the airstrike, the more AA coverage on the target, the less
accurate they will be, but if they hit they cause heavy damage. Best used against large capital ships.
- Heavy Bombers: These are the new default aircraft for Airstrike Command Cards and Airfields, they cannot be equipped on
carriers. They work similar to the old airstrikes.
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REFIT
In campaigns you can now refit your existing ships with new weapon loadouts if they are in a port.

INDUSTRY AND PRESTIGE POINTS
We've changed prestige points so they are only used for your profile and leveling up as to not confuse them with ship building.
The campaigns and ship building now use industry points that you gain for controlling territories.. Christmas Break!:
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The year is coming to an end and since everyone will be going away to visit family & friends, we'll have a two weeks Christmas
break. Starting tomorrow, we'll be off work until 4th January 2018. We won't be radio silent though. On Twitter we'll be giving
away one Steam key for Crest each day, follow us to not miss it: @CrestGame

It's been quite an eventful year for us at Eat Create Sleep and we're thankful for everyone taking this journey with us. 2018 is
looking very good so far, with a lot of long-awaited improvements for Crest coming very early on.

Since the current work week only consists of two days for us, we decided to give you a little personal outlook of what some of
us will be doing during our Christmas break. Happy Holidays & see you next year!
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Martin. The Lunar New Year Sales have begun!:
The Lunar New Year Sales have begun!
 Today we have set WITCH-BOT MEGLILO on sale!

 http://store.steampowered.com/app/437020/WITCHBOT_MEGLILO/

 

Check out other great Playism titles on Sale here![blog.playism-games.com]. Permanent discount:
Hello there ! Although our game Hyperun received a very warm welcome from all these who played it, we also heard these who
found it a bit too expensive. We find this criticism fair and we think that a permanent discount could help the game reach
more people. That’s why the game is 5 € from now on. A great thanks for your support to all these who paid the original price
for it : you rock !
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